THE GERMAN WRITER AS SOCIAL CRITIC 1927 TO 1933
di HELMUT GRUBER

Political literature is at least as old as the novel as a genre,
and the names of Swift, Stendhal, Zola, and Turgenev immediately
come to mind as illustrations of the writer’s concern with political
and social matters. Such writers were only isolated ﬁgures Within
the rich and variegated literature of the eighteenth and nineteenth
century and politics only partly occupied their interests and creative
energies. They had not yet experienced the overwhelming desire
to fuse art and politics, nor were they haunted by the problems
that such an attempt must email. It was the German writers of
the twenties and early thirties who, being almost obsessed With
the desire to inﬂuence their contemporaries, were forced to concern

themselves with the conﬁicts of the individual tom between his
social consciousness and artistic urges.

Between 1927 and 1933 the dominant tendency in German
literature was Objectivism ‘, a movement whose point of departure

was the writer’s concern with ‘obiective reality’ ’. The writers of
this period sought to attain an objectivity in bringing life in all
its complexity before their public through an unadomed and un-

dramatized collection of facts. To do this they were willing to
' Comprising writers associated with the litemry development called Neue

Sarblicbkeil which lacks an appropriate English equivalent. At vaxious times it
has been referred to as critical realism, reportage, new realism, and matter—of-fact
style. See HtF. GARTEN, Modem German Drama, Fair Lawn 1959, pp. 172—73;
WALTER H. Soul., Tbe Writer in Extremix: Exprexsionism in TwentietbCenlury
German literature, Stanford 1959, pp. 15859.

1 Sc: RUDOLF KAYSER, Deutxcbe Situationen 1930, Dicblerlzöp/e, Vienna 1930,

p. 189.
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debase the traditional loftiness of language by introducing slang
and dìalect and the shopwom phraseology of the joumalist into
their works. Objectivity was not an end in itself; it was a means
of educating the German public about the ‘true’ circumstances
under Which it lived and about its power to alter the institutions

of society. The quest for objectivity allowed the writer to believe
that he was the only source of uncompromising truth _ often
that of a Cassandra —— in a society that had learned to live on

illusions,
In fulﬁlling the role of publicists and propagandists the
Objectivists attempted systematically to expose the evils and contradictions of society and then to suggest how things ought to be
arranged. In so doing they gave the impression of having put
society itself on trial. It was accused of a cardinal crime: failure
to serve the real needs of its members. In order to make the
seriousness of this crime apparent to the public the writers care-

fully scrutinized their surroundings and enumerated society’s short—
comjngs. They acted as prosecutor and judge because they believed
that the writer, unlike any other member of the community, was

endowed with the power to see things as they really are.
The Objectivists intended their critiques of society to generate
public resistance to social evils, but the enotmity and complexity
of those evils often demoralized them so that they ended in
impotent tage, selﬂpity, confusion about the meaning of their
disclosutes, or acceptance of the conditions that paved the way to
the triumph of the very forces they wanted to combat. Only the

creators of a new nationalistic mysticism avoided being trapped
by the positivistic accumulation of facts and turned Objectivism
into a means of illuminating and justifying their political aims.
Although ohjectivity was a point of departure fot the movement, the work of individual writers clearly reﬂected the inﬂuence
of a personal political orientation ’. Practically all the Objectivists
were Opponents of the Weimar Republic, and they represented
3 In spite uf various panisan views these writers were to inject into their
work they steadfastly maintained that its basis was obiective. ln the foreword
to the novel Die Flutbt obne Ende (Cologne 1956 [1929])‚ JOSEPH ROTH maintained that he had invented nothing, that poetic composition Was outmoded, and
that only Observation mattered. In a similar manner THEODOR PLIVIER called
his work, Des Kaisers“ Kali: (Berlin 1930, p. 290) «a document» and ERNST
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the political and ideological right and left Wing in Germany during
the twenties and early thirties. The largest number were drawn
to the radical left and the communists, but a significant minority
were mﬂitant conservatives and National Sociah'sts ‘. That Objectivism should have attracted such political opposites can be explained partly by its neutrality, Which, being more apparent than
real, lent itself to didactic purposes.
I.
A technique used frequently in passing judgment on society
was to present the postwar world as seen through the eyes of
expectancy and in search of a purpose. They expected to be
appreciated for their Sacrifice in war and to participate in rebuilding society in some unique way. Driven by a sense of guilt for
the restlessness and estrangement they experienced upon coming
home, they attempted to grape their way through the confusing
patterns of daily life and habit that they had almost forgotten.
Private Renn, the ptotagonist of Ludwig Renn’s popular work
Krieg (1929), returned from the war; he had given up the
soldier’s categorical obedience but had found nothing to take its
place: « I felt some kind of guilt that spoiled my every pleasure.
Perhaps it was the conviction that I served no goal, that I was
without roots and yet could not live that way. It was obvious
that one had to serve a great cause, but which one? » 5. Erich
Maria Remarque’s Gymnasium students, whose exploits in Im
Westen nichts Neuex (1929) were familiar to a million German

readers, also returned forlom and exhausted ". They were not
gteeted as heroes by the people and were made to feel unwanted

and looked down upon because of their 'mexperience, youth and
rough manners. The veterans’ cold if not hostile reception led
JÜNGER promised in In Slablgewillem (Berlin 1929), p. iv, to report obiectively
the experiences and thoughts of an officer at war.

‘ A sample of the political spectrum of the Obiectivists would include the

National Socialist Ernst von Salomon, the militam conservative Ernst Jünger,
the democrat Joseph Roth, the radical socialist Theodor PIivier, and the communist Ludwig Renn.
5 LUDWIG RENN, Nacblerieg, Vienna 1930, pp. 24748.
" E.M. REMARQUE, Der Weg zurück, Berlin 1931.
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returning soldiers. The veterans reenteted civilian life full of
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them to take a closer look at the society in which they had lived

last as adolescents.

The Objectivists pictured a disappointing postwar World in
which the veterans were shocked to find everything unchanged
or worse than it was in their youth. Renn laid bare the system
that had allowed the Officers to resume power, had created the
Free Corps, and had made the police an instrument of the industrialists and other special interests’. Remarque pointed to the
revival of nationalism and militarism, especially among the youths
Who were already volunteering for the Free Corps and taking
part in political murders“. Ernst Glaeser considered the new

Republic a sham. In his novel Frieden 3 shrer capitalist put his

finger on the deception: << “We’re going to have & Republic, a new
state . . . that’s just the same as when a bankrupt firm procures a
new director. On the ledger little will change.” » ° The returning
veteran frequently called the older generation to task for their
smugness and callousness which had made bim an outsider.
What did you do for us When we returned? Nothing! Nothing! You
argued about the victories, dedicated war memorials, talked about heroism, and

shirked your responsibility! You should have helped us! But you abnndoned
us at the most difﬁcult time when we had to find the way back! From every

pulpit you should have preached [...] «We Were all terribly in error! »
You should have taughts us how to live again but you abandoned us. [...]
should have taught us to believe again ìn goodness, order, reconstruction,
love! Instead you once more began to deceive and agitate and live by
petty laws 1°.

[...]
You
and
your

The greatest disappointmmt of the battlescarred youth was
of the masses to make a revqution. Remarque confailure
the
sidered the revolution of 1918 ?. tempest in a teacup, for, whereas

the ministers might have changed, the reactionary civil servants
had remained at ther posts. « These bureaucratic Napoleons are
indestructible. » " The workers, observed Glaeser, must hear the

greatest responsibility for the lack of change in German society.
7 LUDWIG RENN, Nacbkrieg, pp. 17a, 231-232. Renn also discussed the worship

oi authority which was again being instilled in the young. See pp. 201—02.
E E.M. REMARQUE, Der Weg zuriidz, p. 317.
’ ERNST GLAESER, Frieden, Berlin 1930, p. 130.
1° E.M. REMARQUE, Der Weg zurück, p. 349.

" Ibid., p. 167.
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Even before the war they had lost the will to overthrow the
system and had abandoned the class struggle, and the comradeship
of the trenches had further weakened their revolutionary spirit.
Now they believed in the soul instead of the intellect; in humanity
instead of justice ”. Glaeser‘s capitalist saw the weakness of the
workers most clearly.
A little bit of socialism will change nothing. Perhaps the workers will be
permitted to live a little better, perhaps they’ll be permitted to take showers
after work, perhaps one won’t be able to dismiss them without warning, perhaps
their representatives will get important official positions, perhaps they’ll get the
Ist of May off, perhaps their children’s advancement to the upper schools
will
be made possible -— but they will not be able to change the system; it will
only be loosened and grow stronger because of it. The working class will be
bourgeoisﬁed — that's What most of them dream of — I know these people
through many negotiations. They have all been raised to be sensible and
supporters of the state 13.

The Objectivists’ veterans blamed the accomodation of the
workers and failure of the revolution on the Social Democrats
and other parties of the left. To his amazement private Renn
discovered that & Social Democratic chairman of a Soldiers’ Council
was a firm supporter of the old military order. « I thought that
you were a Social Democmt? “I am, and have been a member
since 1908!" And even'so you support the maintenance of the
army With its Officers? “Naturally! We need order! Othetwise
these young, irresponsible elements will come to the fere.” »"
Glaeser concluded that the Socialists were satisfied to be treated
as bourgeois and not as proletarians as they had been before the

war '5. All the parties of the left were denounced because they

expended their energy fighting each other instead of the common
enemy which calmly assassinated the few real leaders they had “’.
The veterans refused to believe that the literaty ecstasy of a
11 E. GLAESER, Frieden, cit., p. 29.1.

„ Ibid., p. 131.

" L. RENN, Nacb/erieg, dt., pp. 21-22. Elsewhere 3 Social Democratic minister
complained that the revolution had underrnined discipline and expressed tegret that
the revolution had to take place. See pp. 82-83.
'5 E. GLAESER, Frieden, dt., p. 56.
”' E. M. REMARQUE, Der Weg zurück, ein, p, 230. Here Remarque is referring
to the murder of the dynamic Spartacist leaders Rosa Luxemburg and Karl
Liebknecht by the Free Corps in 1919.
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handful of intellectuals could frighten the middle class now that
the real revolution had been defeated ”.
Having examined postwar society in detail the veterans reached
a verdjct:

they had been betrayed; there was no room in this

hypocritical society for them; the youth was dead and the smug
and sated were more smug and sated than ever“. Joseph Roth
summed up the veterans’ drift toward nihilism.
When we came home we were not only tired and half dead, we were
also apathm'c and still are. We did nut forgive our fathers just as we do

not forgive the younger generation that succeeds us before we have found our
place in society. We don't forgive, we forget, or better stil]: We don’t forget,
we simply don’t see. We don’t pay attention, We’re indifferent. How docs
the fate of mankind, the nation, the world concern us? We’re not making
revolutions; we practice passive resistance. We don’t rebel; we accuse and
defend nothing, expect and feat nothing. The only thing we do is net die
voluntarily. We know that there Will be another generation like that of our

fathers and that there will again be war. -[...] If skepticism did not depend

upon participation I would have said we are skeptics. But we don’t participate

at all".

The Objectivists’ veterans judged their society as unworthy
even of their opposition. The only avenue of existence open to
them led nowhere and allowed free play to their asocial tendencies.
Once the protagonists of Renn, Glaeser, Roth and Remarque had
learned to accept the meaninglessness of life, they were free to
indulge in dissipation and let chance chart the course of their
existence. Without roots or principles they were adrift, moving
from job to job, social milieu to social milieu, and political group
to political group without involvement and responsibility. They
assiduously avoided making choices and every testing place they

found seemed to be temporary. After seven years of aimless
wandering the veteran Renn, fot instance, found the way to

communism. This development seems to have been completely

determined by chance; he could just as well have sought refuge
with any other political group ". Technically these men were still
17
“
‘9
2°

E. GLAESER, Frieden, dt., pp. 362, 381.
E‚M. REMARQUE, Der Weg zurù'ck, cit., pp. 233-34.
JOSEPH ROTH, Zipper und sein Vater, Munich 1928, pp. 25758.
L. RENN, Nacbkrieg, cit., p. 334.
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alive but in a purgatory from which only a conscious act of Will

could release them. Ludwig, Who was the most mature and
responsible of Remarque’s veterans, found the strenght to end
his life. His suicide Was the premeditated act of one who saw
only the worthlessness of society and the futility of man’s struggle
to ﬁnd meaning in life “.
More and more the veterans found only that reality tolerable
which they had experienced in the trenches. Against the back—
ground of a dirty, petty, and cotrupt society the emotional experiences of the front, with its nostalgic associations of comradeship
and heroic death, assumed ;: profound and respected meaning.
« Then we really lived, » recalled one of Remarque’s disillusioned
characters, « even if you tell me a hundred times that you hate
the war. We were living then because we were together and
because something burned in us that was worth more than all of
this filth. » n Roth believed that the glorification of the memory

of war Was a means by Which the returned soldier escaped from

life and responsibility. « Today I think that this military world

was a neatly decorated comfortable world. It spared us from life

Which brings care, worries and consists of plans, thoughts, hopes
and failure. In the army there were no hopes, plans, or
thoughts. » 13
In presenting the postwar world as seen through the eyes of
those who returned from the war the Objectivists hoped to
illuminate the shortcomings of society. The Veterans’ contempt
for their times stemmed partly from the lack of attention or

respect paid them and from their understanding of the corrup—

tions that existed. Contempt and anguish quickly turned into
social disengagement supported by heroic reverie and vitalistic

urges. Among the veterans described a nihilistic outlook was

becoming prominent and would destroy the self, society, or both.
II

Whereas the literature of the returning veteran touched upon
political questions only incidentally, most Objectivists dealt with
21 E.M. REMARQUE, Der Weg zurück, cit., p. 319.

22 Ibid., p. 232.

L‘ ]. Rom, Zipper und :ein Valer, cin, pp. 118-19.
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politics directly, for they believed that it was at the heart of the
society they hoped to judge. In exploring the political relations
of man and by exposing their contradictions and ìrrationality they
hoped to inform the public about those important developments
and conditions of which the ordinary man’s knowledge was at
best fragmentary. To realize this task the writers, employed a
variety of approaches. They sketched political panoramas, highlighted incidents, concentrated on social plagues, searched for the
foundations of politics, drafted militant calls to action, and

fashioned nationalistic epics.
A number of works attempted to trace the political history
of the Weimar era. Although considered novels they were couched
in a reportorial style that tended to emphasize events rather than
the development of characters. Hans Fallada portrayed the life
of a middle sized Pomeranian city during the depression with
documentary precision“. The government and officials of the city
were corrupt. Each of the characters represented a political party
or ideology, and they were all dishonest. Fallada drew no quali—
tative distinction between various beliefs and acts; they all seemed
to emanate from the selfish underhandedness of individuals and
groups. He had sympathy only for the farmers of the surrounding

countryside who wanted to live in plenty as they did before the
war. But the government would not let them. It imposed taxes
and, since there was little money in those depression years, conﬁscated cattle and other property. The author supported the farmers’
rebellion and boycott of the city. His report of the chaos in
politics and of the bitter partisanship that prevailed in this period
made all the political interests appear equally responsible for the
confusion that existed.
Theodor Plivier’s book Der Kaiser ging die Generiz'le blieben ”
recreated the November revolution of 1918 in all its excitement,

confusion, and expectation. Every one of the participants, regardless of whether he was a ship Stoker or cabinet minister, was
Z‘ Bauern Banzen und Bomben, Berlin 1938 (1931). This book religiously

followed Fallada’s earlier joumalistic account cf conditions in the city of
Neumünster in Holstein Which was under boycott by local farmers directed by
the Mndvolk movement. See «Bauemkrieg wider Neumüster », Da: Tage—Bucb,

)( (September 14, 1929), 151619.
5 Berlin 1930.
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carried along by events without being able to control them. Plivier
showed that for all the rapid movement and frantic activity little

change actually did take place. The revolution altered only the
fagade of the state; the generals and other agents of the old
authority remained in power. The Social Democratic party was

held responsible and was revealed in its vacillations, compromises,

and tactics aimed at controlling and curtailing the revolution.
Plivier indicated that reformism had made the Social Democrats
politically unscrupulous.
In principle they are for peace but serve the war. They are for the abolition
of capitalist society and serve the capitnlists! They are for an international of all
workingmen and have put their entire press ìn the service of nationalistic propaganda. Their program aspires to attain the liberal classless society but their
leaders are components of the class-government. For momentary advantages they
exchange their original principles for positions of power in the state 3°.

Lion Feuchtwanger‘s novel Erfolg was the most accomplished
of the political panoramas ”. In more than 950 pages he dìsclosed
the craftiness, deceit, and violence of Bavarian politics in the years

1919 to 1923. The Bavarian people are pictured as politically
naive and hero worshipping and always in search of some appealing
personality, be it King Ludwig III, the socialist Kurt Eisner, or
Hitler. Feuchtwanger accounted for Hitler’s popularity by showing
that his following consisted not only of the uprooted youth but
also of the petty bourgeoisie seeking a new symbol of authority.

If the life of the people was a welter of private affairs and con-

fusion and if the little man marched along unknowing in three-

quarter time, there were those behind the scenes who understood

only too Well how to use public ignorance to further their own
interests. Feuchtwanger exposed the relationship between private

interests and public affairs, particularly the alliance of industrialists,

government officials, and Roman clerics who allowed Hitler to
become popular and still controlled him in spite of his popularity.
Perhaps the most popular of these excursions into German
politics was the picture book Deutschland, Deulscbland über alle: ”.
2° Tn. Puvnzx, Der Kaixer ging die Generäle blieben, dt., 1). 197.
77 Drei ]abre Gercbicble einer Provinz, Berlin 1930, 2 vols.
23 KURT TUCHOLSKY, Deuucblrmd, Deutschland über alle:, Berlin 1929.

‘»‘..
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The photographs were arranged by John Heartﬁeld, former Dadaist
and founder of the communist Malik Verlag and the text, consisting

of captions, poems, stories, and vignettes, was supplied by Kurt
Tucholsky, leading cultural critic and satirist of the political-literary
weekly Die Weltbù'bne. The army, the general staff, Feme murders,
the politically biased judiciary, industrialists, the Church, and the
Stablbelm were pictured with brutal sarcasm. In counterpoìnt
the hardships and suffering of the working class were presented.
An example of the political commentary underlying much of the
satire is a picture of the bedraggled German army returning from
the war with the following caption:
1918 on the Rhine. They're pulling back — for what did they match out?
For whom? Disguised miners, mechanics, plumbers, clerks return —- with an
enemy behind them who basically never was their enemy but only il partner
in the war — with an enemy before them, Whom only the class conscious among
them really know. They don't yet know What reward the fatherland has
prepared for them at home: inflation, that deceitful bankxuptcy of the state,
hunger, unemployment — and 1.67 Mark disability pension per week. What
fm? For whom _? For the bankers of your wars; {ot the bankers of your
peace 29.

Several writers made the political significance of contemporary
national and foreign incidents the subject of their work. In drawing
attention to social plague spots they sought to indict society and to
arouse the public to recognize and alter the plight of those suffering
because of exploitation, antiquated laws, social nartowmindedness,

and public indjfference.
Anna Seghers described the problems surrounding a rebellion
of fishermen against their economic oppressors in the novel AufJtand der Fischer von St. Barbara 3°. A revolution… came to the
quiet island of St. Barbara off the coast of Brittany. He represented
the aspirations of the primitive fishermen; a better working agree—
ment with the company giving them a larger percentage of the
catch; the opportunity to exist without the fear of starvation.
The men went on strike but had no clear idea about how to
proceed toward their goal. They lacked resolute leadership because
the revolutionary was merely the spokesman of their suffering.
29 Ibid., p. 13.
3“ Potsdam 1928.
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They were easily deceived, their tanks were split by the company,
and finally, the rebellion failed. According to Seghers it had to,
for these people were governed by the fate of the downtroddcn
and misbegotten who did not even realize how badly off they
were. She made clear that the exploitation of the fishermen was
related to the wellbeing of the owners. The island was doomed.
Leaders could not arise there, nor was it likely that they would
come from the outside. In writing this social study of human
suffering and political inexperience Seghers explored the situation
and came to the conclusion that nothing could be done to alter
its hopelessness.
Whereas Seghers attemps to record the desperate struggle
of man in the social microcosm, Bruno Frank portrayed man’s
diminishing attemps to seek harmony in the social macrocosm. In
the novel Politische Novelle he told the story of the Indian
summer of rational European politics and international relations
through the encounter of a French and German minister while
on vacation and Without portfolio “. These gentlemen were rational
and sensitive beings who understood that the selﬁshness of their
countries’ policies was determined by powerful interest groups
which controlled iron, oil, cotton, and rubber. They were champions
of universal peace and cooperation and worked toward a united
Europe. They realized that their future speeches would be respected as worthy sentiments but disregarded when decisions
were made, unless the people of their respective countries recognized that they were being kept apart and incited against each
other for the sake of a handful of profiteers.

Most of the Objectivists’ Zeitxtüc/ee were limited to the
expositions of some contemporary problem or incident usually
drawn from the front pages of the tabloids and, therefore, already

familiar to a large public. One of the evils most frequently subjected to muckraking was paragraph 218 of the criminal code,
which permitted abortion only on grounds of poor health. In
a typical play on this subject Carl Credé presented the case of
the Nolte family ”. It consisted of occasionally employed parents
“ Berlin 1931.

32 5 218: Gequälle Menschen, I. Teil, Berlin 1930.

;
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and eight children the oldest of whom was ;! licensed prostitute.
The setting was the slum barracks in a proletaria… neighborhood
of Berlin where poverty, filth, and hopelessness abounded. At the
climax of the play Mrs. Nolte, who was again pregnant, was
aborted by a quack and died ”. In several scenes interspersed
throughout the main narrative Credé showed how the rich also
face the problem of abortion but solve it without experiencing the
calamitous effect it has on the poor. He attacked both the in«
humanity of paragraph 218 and the officialdom which enforced it
only When the downttodden were concerned.
Peter Martin Lampe] traced the demoralization of the youth
who were drawn to the Free Corps by a spirit of adventure and
ultimately became political assassins and mercenaries in the hire
of Sinister anti-Republìcan forces “. They were the fighters of the
Struggles in the Baltic, the Rhineland, and Upper Silesia and the
shock troops of the Kapp Putxcb Who had become the pawns of
the army and right-Wing parties in the illegal rearmament of
Germany. Lampel pictured the youthful idealism, the privation,
the hunger, the social ostraoism, and the tribal discipline of these

men. He treated them as instruments of the army and of the
Barons of Pomerania, Who misused and exploited them. He pointed
out that they had made tremendous sacriﬁces — given up jobs,
professions, school, their familes — to fight for a cause and that
in disillusionment they had become freebooters and nihilists.
Among the numerous other timely themes dramatized by the
Objectivists were: the corruption of justice in Carl Credé’s ]uxtizlerixe, Ferdinand Bruckner’s Die Verbrecher, Felix Ziege’s Affaire
Bullerjabn, and Erich Mühsam’s Sacco und Vanzetti; the problems

of adolescence in Ferdinand Bruckner’s Die Krankheit der ]ugend
and Peter Lampel’s Pennäler; the instability of marriage and the
33 The same subject is presented in much the me manner in meuca
WOLF’S Cyanleali 5 218 and HANS REHFISCH’S Der Frauenarzt.
3“ Verfalene Jugend, Frankfurt 1929. This novel appeared in 1929 when a
large number of political murders were discovered and several sensational trials
of their perpetmtors took place. It was pointed out at the time that the
German judiciary not only showed partiality toward the accused but that the
iudges made every effort to prevent the disclosure of those Who had ordered
the murders. See E.]. GUMBEL, “Verräter verfallen der Feme": Opfer, Mörder,
Richter, 191941929, Berlin 1929, and ALFRED 'APFEL, Behind the Scenes of German
]uslice, London 1935.
7
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family ìn Alfred Döblin’s Die Ebe and Hermann Kesten’s Die
heilige Familie; and prostitution in Bruno Frank’s Da: Weib auf
dem Tiere. In each case the social origins of injustice and suffering
were presented to the audience in a frank and often sensational

manner 35. .

A number of writers devoted themselves to analyzing the
foundations of politics in the Weimar Republic. They attempted
to show that the source of political power lay in & complicated
network of interests the operations of which were hidden from
public view. In the drama Amerikanische Tragödie der Sechs
Matroxen von « S 4 » Günther Weisenborn contrasted the outlook
of individuals converted to pacifism by a personal disaster with
the mih'tarism of ruling groups “. Rescue efforts of an American
submarine accidentally rammed during mmeuvers were abandoned
because of a storm and the crew was given up as dead. But six
men were still alive and in their final hours the drama unfolded.
Their discussion about the evils of war and rearmament was
punctuated by a broadcast on the ship radio that announced the
government’s decision to build more battleships and submarines
— a program approved by all political parties and the clergy. Two
endings were proposed. In the ﬁrst sailors appealed to the living
to regard their death as a symbol for universal peace. In the
second sailors’ appeals for help were ìnterrupted by a radio broadcast giving the latest figures of the stock market.
Heinz Pol and Erik Reger tried to uncover the economic
interests that exercised a secret and powerful inﬂuence over German
politics "'. Both writers were intent on showing how the carteliza35 Muckmking sometimes placed the writer în personal jeopardy. The ‘obiectivity’ of meucr—t Wour’s play Cyankali dealing With abortion, led the public
prosecutot to investigate the source of Wolf’s information. As a result Wolf’s
medical partner Dr. Kienle was arrested and accused of having performed
300 abortions and Wolf was charged with compljcity in the crimes. See ERNST
SCHUMACHER, Die dramatixcben Versuche Bert Brecht: (« Neue Beiträge zur
Litemturwissenschaft », III; Berlin 1955), pp. 150-51.
3° Freiburg im Breisgau, n. d. In 1928 alone this play was performed simultaneously on sixteen German stages. See ALFRED KERR, Die Welt im Drama,
ed. Gerhard F. Hering, Cologne 1954, p. 173.
37 H. POL, Patrioten: Ein polilixcber Raman, Vienna 1931… E. REGER, Union der
ferien Hand: Roman einer Enlwic/eelung, Berlin 1931. Reger, who had been
chief of the press bureau for Krupp at Essen between 1919 and 1927, was in
an] excellent position to know about industry’s relationship to contemporary
po mes.

|
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tion of industry concentrated power in the hands of a few industrialists who used it to undermine the republican government to
which they were ostensibly committed. They documented this
development by illustrating how the industrial combines repeatedly
blackmailed the government into giving them loans, cuttailing social
welfare measures, and taking a Stiff line in reparations conferences,
by threatening to dismiss large numbers of workers and throw
the economy into chaos. There was little attempt to disguise the
identity of the captains of industry, and the machinations of Emil
Kirdorf, Fritz Thyssen, Albert Voegler, and Alfred Hugenberg,

their propaganda chief, fill both works ”. Pol traced the behind—
the-scenes Struggles at a reparations conference in Paris. The
German delegation consisted of representatives of cartels who
had been sent to Paris as ‘impartial’ economic experts by the
Social Democratic government. Various differences among the
industrialìsts were settled, and they decided to sabotage the conference in order to topple the government. Reger’s ‘Union der
festen Hand’ was & super—trust of the most important coal and
iron mines and steel works and their horizontal affiliates, with
far-reaching controls over the chemical and electrical industry as
well as other sectors of the economy. This organization was
unique, for its directors planned a carefully organized intervention
in politics to realize their own economic interests. They employed
a director for an extensive propaganda agency that was represented
in all the mass media, and an ideologist Who ptophecied a
national reconstruction and revival based on economic and racial
estates ”.
Both authors directed some of their sharpest criticism at
the proletariat and the parties that represented it. Pol characterized the German worker as & petty bourgeois in disguise; the
Social Democrats, who embraced capitalism and the state, as
instruments of big business; and the Communist leaders as a group
” In an interview Pol has stated that this characters were made as trans-

parent as possible so as not to leave the public in doubt about who they
really were.
” E. REGER, Union, dt., pp. 257-58. It seems quite clear that here Reger is
referring to the enon-nous right-wing propaganda empire of Alfred Hugenberg and
the inﬂuential conservative ideologist Arthur Moeller van den Bruck.
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of philist'mes intent on carrying on agitation for its own sake “’.
Reger observed that the political immaturity of the proletariat
and the incompetence of its parties had led the workers to distrust
all organizations and had driven them onto a political merry—go—
round where opportunistic party switching was an everyday
occurrence. Looking back on the political situation after 1925
one worker remarked that « it was all wrong to commit yourself.
You had to he without obligations and have an interchangeable
program If the National Socialists didn’t help, one had to be—
come a Social Democtat or Communist again. »“
Pol’s novel ended With the industrialists engaged in welding
the nationalists and National Socialists into a coalition the political
power of which would be invincible “. In a conﬁdential conversation between two captains of industry Pol illustrated how
ﬁne-ﬁngered the industrialists were in manipulating the right-Wing
parties to carry out the interests of big business.
The anger of the pOpuIation, which is presently directed at the capitalists
of America, England, and France, and against the Marxists, must not change
direction. But it could change suddenly if German industry as such were made
responsible for the negotiations in Paris. We have to make provisions now
for steering the National Socialism toward the proper goal. Namely, toward the
goal of national recovery. Klanm [Hugenberg], who completely shares my view,
has been negotiating with the National Socialism for months. It will be of
value tu ﬁnd a common formula for the struggle that will begin in paxliament
and in public during the summer at the latest“,

Reger closed With droves of unemployed workers hopelessly
passing the time by playing Schabbeln [heads or tails] — a game
of chance.
In placing society on trial most Objectivists presented the
case for the prosecution, but, on occasion, some went further and

pronounced sentence as well. Generaﬂy, they enumerated the
eviIs of the established order and demanded its overthrow by a
class—conscious proletariat led by the Communist party. Such a
4° H. POL, Palriolen, ch,, pp. 170-71.
“ E. REGER, Union, cit, p, 428.
“ Such a coalition was, in fact, formed shonIy after this book was published
when the German National Party and the National Socialist Patty formed the
Harzburg Front in October 1931.
‘3 H. Pol., Patrioten, cit., pp. 14344,
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verdict was often announced ìn the form of a proclamation or
harangue “. Objectivists in the service of the proletarian revolution
tended to portray the contradictions of society in exaggerated
terms. Friedrich Wolf, for instance, pictured the world as com-

posed of good and bad men. The workers, oppressed and exploited
beyond endurance were shown to be flawless, whereas the capitalists appeared as monstrous villains and practitioners of every
vice “. Even When a worker had a ﬂaw — When he became the
bullyìng rowdy of reaction — he was basically innocent. In such
a case Wolf provided for his timely conversion to his ‘true’
class—conscious self “.
The loudest proponent of the regeneration of society through
proletaria… revolution was Johannes Becher, the leading figure of
communist literature. As editor of the literary journal Die Linkskurve and president of the Bund Proletariscb-Reuolutionà'rer
Schriftsteller he became the paternal advisor of young Communist
writers such as Willi Bredel and Bodo Uhse, whom he protected
from criticism even when it came from the pen of Georg Lukäcs ".
Becher’s book Levisite was the prototype of simpIe-minded radical
propaganda “. Although called a novel, it was & confused mixture
of war horrors; proletarian suffering, virtues, and heroism; dìdactic
lectures; and a vision of the future that confronted the workers
with a choice between chemical warfare and annìhilation, and war

against the owners of the means of production. The point of
departure was the dangets of gas warfare, Becher attempted to
disgust the reader With lurid details about the effects of poison gas.
“ See, for instance, F.C. WEISKOPF, Rot Front Marscbien‘, Gedicble und
Nacbdicblungen (Gemmrnzlle Werke, V, Berlin 1960), p. 57 and MARTIN KESSEL,

Arbeitercbor, Gebändigte Kurven, Frankfurt, n.d., p. 72.

“ Die jungen; von Man: (Gesammelle Dramen, II, Berlin 1952 [1929]).
“’ Ibid., p. 473.
‘7 In a series of articles on the novels cf Bredel, Lukécs pmised his
proletaria subject matter in an offvhand way and accused him of hack journalism,
of creating stereotypes instead of characters, and of using a synthetic newspaper
language that belied reality which was variegated and not Stiff. \Lukécs insisted that the absence of dialectis in Bredel‘s work, resulting in the artificial
triumph of a class—conscious proletariat, was true neither to literature nor life.
In chastising the young write: Luka'cs was upbrajding indirectly the older
communist writers whom he seemed to hold responsible for the shortcomings
of their disciples. Willi Bredel: Romane: Maschinenfabrik N & K und Die
Rosenhofstrasse, «Die Linkskurve », III (Nov., 1931), pp. 23-27.
‘“ (CHCI=CH)J A: Levirile: Der einzig gerechte Krieg, Vienna 1926.
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Thousands of those poisoned hy gas now slowly roasted to death in the
heat. Some corpses began to bubble. Flies huzzed, beetles and lizaxds crawled

over them. Here there lies such a heap of flesh: the intestines hanging from

the belly and spilled beside it: an unusual life begins to stì: in the cadaver.
There is an odor of olives and dust [...] cougealed blood and putrid flesh smells,
dung and pus [...]. One secs it steaming everywhere 49.

He demonstrated how the owners of the world’s riches — the
men of power everywhere — were preparing for new wars under

the cover of pacifism. A look into the future revealed that poison

gas, which was produced in disguised forms (soap, perfume, dye

stuffs), was used by the rulling classes to subjugate the ptoletariat.
« The question posed by the historical position of the proletariat is
not the choice between war and peace, but between an imperialistic
war and a war against it. »”.
This story of damnation and communist redemption was
typical of the hack work of many young Communist writers. Its
censorship seems to have been gratuitous and gave it a notoriety
it would not otherwise have attained. Following the ban of his
book Becher was charged with inciting to overthrow the government. This did not discourage Peter Lampel from producing
Giflgas über Berlin, Which was on the same subject and written
in a similar tone, three years later. It was banned after a few
performances 5‘.

Polemics that combined the crassness of radical jargon and

streetcomer agitation helped further the communists’ cultural work

within the party. A number of independent left-Wing Writers

contributed militant verses to the party’s popular illustrated weekly Die Arbeiter Illustrierte 52. Obectivists also contributed to the
dramatic Agitprop activities of the party. Bert Brecht and Erich
Weinen among others collaborated on the Red Revue Wir sind
sooo zufrieden. It showed a cross section of the life of a petty
‘9 Ibid.‚ p. 147.
5° Ibid., p. 198.
5‘ See SCHUMACHER, Versuch! Brecbts, pp. 14546; Human JHERING, Krieg
der Zanna, Van Reinhardt bi: Brecbt, Berlin 1959, II, pp. 386—88.
51 Typical was TUCHOLSKY'S Question zo a Worker’s Wife, quoted in JÜRGEN
RÜHLE, Literatur und Revolution: Die Schriftxleller und der Kommuni:mut‚
Cologne 1960, p. 188.
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hourgeois family affilated With the Social Democratic party, and
depicted in several scenes how the family and its party went to
ruin. Songs, such as that of the SA proletarian who saw through
Goebbels’ lies and joined the united front of Marxists, founded

out the program 53.
Writers such as Arholt Brennen, Ernst von Salomon, and

Ernst Jünger, who were the literary counterpart of the ‘conservative
revolution’, seldom bothered to specify the inadequacies of their
society. These men were not conscious followers of Oswald
Spengler or Moeller van den Bruck but shared their resentments
and yearnings “. The Objectivists dedicated to promoting a
nationalist ideology expressed the need for destroying existing
society and endeavored to turn the act of destruction and its

nihilistic urge into a positive value. In the background of this
armageddon was the vista of a new society that blended historic
German virmes with the efficiency of the garrison state.
Brennen and von Salomon drew attention to the current
ﬁght against Weimar society and gloriﬁed lawlessness and brutality
as the necessary means in the contest for a new Germany 55. They
traced the fortunes of Germany’s displaced and rootless youth

through every contemporary iucident of violence and terror, and
recorded the ‘heroìc’ deeds of illegal paramilitary organizations.
Their young men were the flower of the true Germany who, in

response to their instincts, made wat on society. Salomon admitted
53 See JÜRGEN RÜHLE, Dax gefeuelle Theater: Vom Reuoluliom‘tbeater zum
sozialistischen Realismur, Cologne 1957, p. 182. For other examples of Agitprop
theater, see FRIEDRICH WOLF, Schäpferixcbe Probleme dex Agitproptheaters,
Aufsätze ﬁber Theater («Ausgewählte Werke in Einzelausgaben », XIII, Berlin

1957).
5‘ The ‘conservative revolution' had its roots ìn the discontentment of

Wilhelmian Germany as expressed in the inﬂuencial tracts of Julius Langbehn

and Paul de Lagarde. Through them & generation of the educnted middle class
learned to uphnld Kultur, epitomized by the idealism of Goethe and Kant, against
the class Civilization of the West, the democratic and liberal tradition of which

were characterized nnd denounced as a shallow disguise for a base materialism
and utﬂitarianism. In the twenties and Lhirties Spengler, Moeller van den
Bruck, and & host of younger publicists made the conservative revolution one
of the main ountenders in the ideological waxfate of the Weimar Republic. Sec
Fun STERN, The Political Camequence: of the Unpoliliml German, «History »,
III (New York 1960); KLEMENS VON KLEMPERER, Germany’s New Consematixm:
Il: Hixlory and Dilemma in lbe Twentieth Century, Princeton 1957.
55 Amon" BRONNEN, O.S.‚ Berlin 1929; Amon" BRONNEN, Ronbacb, Berlin
1930; Ems‘r VON SALOMON, Die Geäcbmen, Berlin 1930.
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that they were nihilists who mounted the barricades without
goals, but promised that this inverted revolutionary development
would be rectiﬁed. « All revolutions in the history of the world
began with an intellectual revolt and ended with the storming of
the barricades. We went about it in the opposite way. We began
by storming the barricades and failed. I refer to an intellectual
rebellion when I say that the revolution must be retrieved. We
must now begin with that. »56 Bronnen did just that — he
predicted the total mobilization of Germany.
I am certain that it implies the most thomughgoing, horrible, and comprehensive reformation of any race in any country of the world. .It involves
death and annihilatìon of millions, the greatest misery of the faithful, hunger
and loneliness. Beyond this lies the Teutonic goal of mmsforming this nation
into a unique master race that in spite of all the hardship of existence will know
only authority and responsibility 57.

Bronnen maintained that only the young nihilists who were
hardened by battle and unafraid of bloodshed would be able to

realize this goal.
The violent tenor of these works contrasted sharply With
the calculated and dìspassionate prognostication of Ernst Jünger ”.
His German of the future was a new type: a technician and
member of a hierarchic state and new race. He was related
to the Warrior of the previous era, Who was already a worker in
a ‘lethal realm’. His existence was to be shaped by ‘total mobilizz—
tion’, that is an absolute working capacity and an ability to
subordinate all individual inclinations to that total demand 5“.
Jünger insisted that in this world of technical progress and per—
fection the worker would fulfill not an outside purpose but the
potentialities of his own being, Which would be realized by work—
ing in production, transportation, and management.
Objectivism in the service of nationalistic Visions yielded
5° B.V. SALOMON, Geäcblelen, cit., p. 190.
5‘ A. BRONNEN, Rassbacb, cit., p. 27.
58 Der Arbeiter: Herrschaft und Gexellsrbaﬂ, Hamburg 1932.
59 The notion of a de—proletarianized Worker as the backbone of a new
hierardxic state was expressed by most of the ideologists of the conservative
revolution. In Vom Prnlelaria! zum Arbeilen‘um, published in 1930, AUGUST
Wmmc visuslizcd the worker as the agent of Germany’s destiny just as the
nobility and burgeoisie had been in previous eras.
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works that were surprisingly frank about the activities of illegal
right-wing organizations in the Weimar Republic. In discussing
the struggles over Upper Silesia, for instance, Bronnen carefully
listed the various para-military organizations that fought the Poles
in spite of the Government’s prohibition of their presence in the
territory °°. Salomon offered intimate details of political murders
and the assassination of Rathenau. Throughout these works resent—
ment and aggression were ennobled, and goals Were presented the
unorthodoxy of which alone had a seductive ring.
III
Resignation and pessimism were prevale… in the Objectivists’ appraisal of their society. Many writers had become
convinced that reality was essentially evil. They devoted themselves to recording what they believed were the final moments
of :: dying Civilization.
In a matter of fact way Erich Kästner told the story of
Fabian, a man without moorings in society“. To him life was
sham and everything was transitory; man was inconsequential and
so was nature. Fabian’s professional, family, financial, and sexual

life was uncertain, but he did not care because he was fully
convinced that there was no purpose to life. He regarded Berlin
as the symbol of Europe, in which crisis had become a permanent
condition. « In its physical appearance this enormous city remains
almost unchanged, but so far as its inhabitants are concerned it
has long resembled an insane asylum. Crime resides in the East,
swindling in the center, misery in the North, lechery in the West,

and decadence resides in every direction. » “
Kästner called Fabian a moralist, but his morah'ty was that

of the nihilist for whom all means lead to the same meaningless
°° A. BRON‘NEN, C.S., passim and especially p. 107,
61Fabian: Die Geschichte eines Moralislen, Stuttgart 1931.
62 Ibid., p. 135. That Kästner considered Berlin a city of depravity can

be seen in his description of :: cabaret of the insane where the proprieta:
presented the mentally dernuged as an unusual entertainment. Their ranking
and amics Were received with enthusiasm by the middle—dﬂss audience. See
pp. 89-96. ROBERT NEUMANN also used a city as the symbol for the widespread
corruptiou iu society. In his case postwar Vienna is the archetype of a modern
Gomorrah. See Sinzflut, Stuttgart 1929.
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end. « I am convinced that for mankind as it exists there are
only two possibilities. Either one is dissatisﬁed with his lot and
each one kills the other to improve his situation or, on the
contrary, and this is purely theoretical, one is content with himself and the world and commits suicide out of boredom. The
effect is the same. »"3 With this armor of pessimism Fabian was
able just to drift along aimlessly. His friend Labude, the only
character in the book who still believed that one should fight for
rationality and justice, committed suicide “. As the book ends
Fabian has decided to make a final attempt to ﬁnd himself amid
the chaos of his times but this decision too was futile. He saw
a young boy fall into a river and jumped in to save him. Onlookers
watched the boy swim to safety and Fabian drown. He could

not swim.

Hopelessness also pursued Herman Kesten’s character, Joseph
Bar 55. He was a dissolute man who not only found it impossible
to live by the rules of a society he detested, but found it impossible

to live with himself. He searched for freedom, but his freedom

was an escape from responsibility, the family, law, and conventional
morality. It was the quest for existence without meaning. Bar
found people deceitful and selfish and regarded those who were
most respected as the greatest swindlers and sinners; One might
expect that the dissolute man would feel at home in the dissolute
society, but this was not so.

Kesten maintained that society’s

dissoluteness lay in its cotruption of everything reputed to be
good, whereas Bar’s lay in his inability to believe in goodness.
In another volume, Der Scharlatzm, Kesten dealt with man's

futile struggle to uphold values and ideals “. He illustrated that
those who played With ideas and assumed a moral stance were
no better than those whose Vicious self-interest was out in the
open. He characterized all men as primarily selﬁsh: the industrialist, Junker, and politician but also the less obvious suspect
“ E. KÄSTNER, Fabian, cit., pp. 107-08.

"‘ Labude’s suicide is motivated by personal disappointmems: he discovered

his ﬁancee‘s ìnﬁdelity and learned of the reicction of his doctoral dissemuion.
JOSEPH Rom pointed to the Victory of the ‘death instinct’ in the younger
generation. See Recbl: und Links, Berlin 1929, pp. 13&39.
“ Ein auxxcbweijender Mensch: Das Leben eine: Tölpelx, Berlin 1932.
66 Berlin 1932.
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— the thinker, reformer, scientist and artist ”. To demonstrate
this point, he showed how the icleah'st Karl Ballon, When given

the opportunity, became like every other self—seeker only a little
worse “. From his example Kesten drew the conclusion that man
was by nature a charlatan. Joseph Bar, Ballon‘s counterpart,
remained faithful to his ideas and was forced to flee the country.
Kesten indicated that this ﬂight was an empty gesture — that it
would have been better for Bar to capitulate and become a
charlatan too.
Kästner and Kesten portrayed the decadence of man in a
decadent society, but Brecht attempted to go further and treat
this subject as a lesson. To do so he developed new theories and

techniques that were later identified as ‘epic theater’ ("’. He believed
that by & process which he called Verfremdungse/fekt the audience
could be made fully aware of the complex and indirect didactics
on the stage and could assume an air of critical detachment.
Accordingly, it would participate consciously in the dialectics of
the drama and avoid being led up the garden path of unctitical
empathy and identification. Brecht struck out against the theater’s
‘culinary’ effects Which intimidated and intoxicated the Spectator

and robbed him of the ability to see things clearly? In many
ways the effectiveness of his plays depended on the ability of the
audience to learn to behave as Brecht expected it to. Such a
radical change in outlook involved the transforming of social
attitudes, and this could only be accomplished over a long period
of time. Brecht’s dramaturgic ideas were too advanced and demand“ Kesten called charlatans all those who hoped to accomplish more than
cultivate their garden, live their numbered days, and disappear as if they had
never been. Ibid., pp. 573-74.
“ When Ballon became general secretary of a powerful steel trust he called
himself :: ‘practical idealist' and used the ideas he had previously considered
holy to justify and defend his new station in life. Ibid., pp. 534—35,
” In developing his theories of the epic theater Brecht Was greatly indebted
to the experimental productions of the Tribüne Theater in Berlin after the
war and to Erwin Piscator’s attemps to create a proletarian and political theater

between 1920 and 1930. The term ‘epic thema" was coined by Piscator in

1924 for his production of Alfons Paquet's Fubnerz at the Berlin Volksbühne
Theater. See PISCATOK, Da: Politische Theater, Berlin 1929, passim and RÙHLE,
Da: Gefenelle Theater, pp. 157-251.
7° See Die Folgen der Neuerungen: Beschädigung der Oper}, Sn'iclze (Stärke
{if; dgsgbétater am Scbi/fbauerdamm, 1927-1933, Berlin, Suhrkamp Verlag, 1955),
, 7 7 .
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ing for the public, Which continued to consider the theater a place
where it could be emotionally involved and amused.
Brecht’s two most successful plays, Die Dreigroscbenoper and
Aufxtieg und Fall der Stadt Mabagormy, were applauded and
celebrated as afﬁrmations of hedonism and immorality. Both plays
intended as provocative exposés of capitalist society". In the
Dreigroscbenoper Mackie Messer represented the enterprising petty
bourgeois Who made his living by directing a gang of petty
thieves, provided for protection from the police, saved his money,
and aspired to become a banker. His antagom'st Jonathan Jeremiah
Peachum was a more mpacious bourgeois whose sources of income
were a group of professional beggars whom he instructed in the
art of making human misery pay, and his far from innocent
daughter Polly, whose charms he hoped would provide him security
in his old age. The plot traced Mackie’s business operations,
marriage to Polly, pursuit by the greedy Peachum, betrayal by his
‘bad habit’ Jenny, arrest, final hours before execution, and last
minute reprieve.

Although the relationships among the various characters,
who seemed more like Lumpenproletarians than representatives
of the middle class, were presented in the ctassest terms, con-

temporary reviews suggested that audiences did not find the play
shocking 72. The threepenny philosophy of life could be taken
at face value as an afﬁrmation of what was taking place on the
larger stage outside the theater. Without Brecht’s theoretical
trappìngs and in the context of Germany in 1928 and 1929 the
play revealed man’s inhumanity in all its forms. At the same
time Brecht provided simple explanations that justified man’s
selfishness and deptavity. For instance, Mackie’s admission « Denn
wovon lebt der Mensch? Indem er stündlich den Menschen peinigt,
auszieht, abwürgt und frißt » 73 was reinforced elsewhere by

Peachum:
'“ See Brecht’s intentions in Anmerkungen zur 'Dreigraxrbenoper’ and Anmerkungen zur Oper ’Au/stieg und Fall der Stadt Mabagwmy’, Ibid., pp 141-65,
259-76.
77 See the reviews of ALFRED Kenn, Human JHERING, and KURT TUCHOLSKY,
in Brecbl’x Dreigmxcbenbucb, Frankfurt 1960, pp 198-201, 217— 18

73 B BRECHT, Die Dreigroxcbenaper, Stärke, cit, p. 100.
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Natürlich hab ich leider recht
Die Welt ist am, der Mensch ist schlecht.

Wir wären gut — anstatt so roh
Doch die Verhältnisse, sie sind nicht so".

The Dreigroxcbenoper had all the elements of a lesson for people

schooled in Brecht’s intentions, but the uninitiated audiences of

the time were enthralled by the play’s cynicism, catchy music,
and bold and bald anti-social songs.
Mabagonny represented the sensuality and depravity of the
contempotay world 75. A Strange morality prevailed in this resort
city of saloons and brothels. Here money was king, greed prime
minister, and poverty the greatest crime. Paul, a young sensualist
visiting Mahagonny Was brought to trial on various charges. He
received the following sentences: two years imprisonment for
the murder of a friend; loss of civil rights for two years for the
dismrhance of peace and harmony; four years probation for the
seduction of a young girl; ten years prison for singing forbidden
songs during a hurricane; and death for his inability to pay for
three bottles of Whiskey 7°. Brecht attempted to force the audience
to be repelled and outraged by the corruptions of its own Society
and to make it feel betrayed by having its own values exposed.
He ovetestimated people’s desire for self criticism. Certainly,
Brecht portrayed the viciousness of man and the perversity of
society, but why should anyone be alarmed? Somehow one had
to get along and the play seemed to afﬁrm the prevalent methods
of survival.
Den wie man sich better so liegt man
Es deckt einen keiner da zu.
Und wenn einer tritt, dann bin ich es
Und Wird einer getreten, dann bist’s du77.

7‘ Ibid., p. 61.

75 Brecht intended the evils of the contemporary world to be represented
by Berlin which he had nicknamed, ‘Mahagonny’. See MARTIN EssuN, Brecht:
The Man and His Wark, Berlin 1960, p. 34.
76 B. BRECHT, Aufxlieg und Fall der Stadt Mabagonny, Stücke, cit., pp. 25446.
Brecht attempted to pin the responsibility for this perverse morality on the audience.
At the end of the trial the following message is ﬂashed on a screen: «Many
among you may watch the following execution of Paul Ackermann with distaste.
But you too in our opinion would not want to pay his debts. So highly is
money esteemed in our time ». P. 246.

77 Ibid., p. 256.
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These two plays suggested that the Objectivists’ use of satire
and irony to convey social criticism could easily lead to ambiguities
contrary to the authors' didactic aims. Here again the writer was
faced with the conflict between art and propaganda. Artistically
satire and irony helped to enrich his work but unless he made
it clear that his intended ìmplication was the opposite of the
Iiteral sense of his words they might be taken at face value.
The Objectivists had expressed a willingness to sacrifice artistic
values for didactic purposes but this seems to have been easier
to do in theory than in practice. At a time when the public
was already infected with cynicism, corruption and vice were
ambiguously portrayed in their work. Artistic complexity appears
to have triumphed over propagandistic Clarity in spite of the
writers’ intentions.

The increasing tempo of life, especially after the start of
the Great Depression, characterized by unemployment and its
attendant privations, the growing failure of compromise politics
in‘ the Reicbxlag‚ the clashes of four private armies, and a general
Spread of violence that augured the end of the Republic, created
an electrifying atmosphere. Pessimism was explicit and implicit
in the work of a few writers who attempted to sound the alarm
about the developing crisis in German society. They treated this
crisis as a background against which man desperately attempted
to maintain himself and sought to Chart a safe course for him
through the social maelstrom. Alfred Döblin guided his readers
through the vicissitudes of Franz Biberkopf, an unemployed Worker,
who struggled mightily to find himself “. He had become hardened
against everyone and everything that did not serve his own
primitive needs. With complete egotism he lived an asocial exist—
ence and lem himself to any enterprises that would keep him
out of jail and still satisfy his needs ”. He discovered that he
could not live only by and for himself, for there were forces more

powerful than he that pushed him into crime. He met With a
number of misadventures and bounced back after each one but
73 Berlin Alexanderplatz: Die Gexcbicble vom Franz Biberkapf, Berlin 1929.

79 As a panhandler he used an ami—Semîtic salespîtch because it would be

good for business. He also sold ultra—nationalist newspapers and were a swastika
armband to please his clientele. See pp… 73, 89, 103.
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with decreasing elasticity. Finally, though beaten, he was still
alive.
What had his experiences taught him? Franz realized that
he should not accept the circumstances that shaped his life
— should not call them fate and be resigned to them. He understood finally that man was responsible for everything that happens ;
he was part of the great collective, mankind. Although he realized
all of this at the end of his travail, one did not know how he

would be able to act on his insight. Döblin insisted that Franz‘s
Strength would come from his union with other men. The
enumeration of Biberkopf’s limitations throughout the novel made
this solution through an act of Will highly improbable. He
was a Lumpenproletarian from Berlin’s lower depths ot thieves,
‘conmen’, and prostitutes. He had survived the misfortunes that
had been heaped on him, but in one important respect he
remained unchanged: he was stil] asocial and did not know how
to become part of a ‘greater collective’. Döblin’s resolution of
Biberkopf’s problem was contradicted by the make-up of the
character he had delineated, and since the reader knew that

Biberkopf would not overcome his limitations the book ended
in hopelessness.
In the last year of the Republic there appeared a work that
mirrored the desperation of the little man °°. Hans Fallada showed
the reader the eventful years before the collapse of the Republic
as seen through the myopic eyes of Pinneberg and his wife
Lämmchen. Fallada’s little man was a representative of that
segment of Germany's population which was economically and
socially uptooted by the inﬂation and depression and which had
fallen to and sometimes below the economic level of the workers.
Pinneberg was a young man of uncertain social otigins, on the
periphery of the middle class, with pronounced middleclass prejudices some of which he recognized for what they were. He
followed the course of his destiny, which from the beginning of
the book was one of accident, frustration, and disappointment.

Fallada traced his character’s everyday life and showed What he
must suffer to exist at all: beastly employers, treacherous col°° HANS FALLADA, Kleiner Mann, was nun?, Berlin 1933,
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leagues, sales quotas, the constant threat of unemployment, indifferent civil servants, the callous police, and finally complete
loss of confidence and social degradation to the tanks of the
unemployed. From his courtship to his final degradation Pinneberg
acted like & sheep before the Slaughter. Everything happened to
him and he did nothing. He discussed his resentments with
his wife but simply did not know where to turn. The con«
temporary political scene appeared to him as a meaningless
harlequinade of parties and street ruffians. He remained an inactive object who mirtored what can happen to little men in
these times.
Fallada had written a moving account of the little man Who
was at the mercy of fate and did not know how to escape it.
Pinneberg knew that people like him had a right to exist and
should not be humiliated but, as in Biberkopf’s case, he lacked

the means of translating his understanding into a method of
survival. For a time his marriage became a haven in the hostile
world, and he shut himself up in it away from his fellow sufferers.
In the end there was no place to hide. In answer to the question
ing title « Little Man What Now? » only an irrational act such as
suicide or joining the Nazis seemed plausible.

IV
There is little doubt that Objectivists acting as publicists
and propagandists often described conditions in German society
with great skill and accuracy. Their search for an unvarnished
reality led them to present a huge amount of evidence illustratìng
the shortcomìngs and fundamental flaws of their society. A sea
of facts threatened to inundate the reader and viewer whom the
writers sought to educate. It is questionable whether this information could have been assimilated in a meaningful way. The
reader’s everyday world contained an even greater amount of
unassorted details and happenings which bewildered and dis—
couraged him and the significance of which he was unable to
deduce.
To the corruptions of society the Objectivists gave an over—
Whelming emphasis in a pessimistic tone that at times bordered
on nihilism. Above all else the decadence of society was made to
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stand out in bold relief. Those characters, such as Ludwig in
Remarque's Weg zurück and Labude in Kästner’s Fabian, Who

appeared to understand the true state of affairs, sought liberation
through suicide. Often, as in the case of Seghers, Reger, Pol,
Döblin, and Fallada, the individual was pictured as the trapped
victim of an inhuman and overwhelming system from which there
was no rational escape. How such revelations could help in
educating the public is not clear. Perhaps the writers did not
realize that the mere presentation of evil carried With it the
danger of increasing public lethargy and despair. Fatalism had
already spread among large segments of the population in the
last years of the Republic and the writers’ hopelessness and
cynicism could only serve to reinforce it. Those Objectivists
whose politics consisted mainly of exposition and denunciation
were put in the position of unwittingly abetting those destructive

tendencies ìn society toward the annihilation of Which they had
directed their efforts.
The work of many leftist Objectivists reveals the tragedy of
the writer who desires to act as an agent of reform but is unable
to identify With his surroundings or contemporaries. They were

forced to remain isolated from the political life of their time by
the inadequacies of the left-wing parties. The bittet Struggle between the Social Democratic party and the Communist party
— their mutual distrust and hatred — weakened the prestige and
effectiveness of the left. The former had compromised so many
of its principles in participating in the parliamentary Republic as

to make its ability to provide leadership in the future doubtful.
The latter, suffering from an increasingly opportunistic leadership,
had accomodated itself to the foreign political needs of the Soviet
Union and adopted a policy of meaningless agitation and disruption. It is not surprising that many Objectivists should have
been politically adrift, unable to ﬁnd a place among the various
Splinter groups of the left. Seen in this light the writers’ cynicism
and hopelessness is a natural outcome of the tragic isolation of
the artist who above all wants to act on behalf of his society but
finds no kindred spirits outside his select circle.
Among the Objectivists who openly engaged in propaganda
those who supported the extreme right appear to have been more
8
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skillful than those in the service of the radical left. Revolutionary

agitation with its good proletarians and bad bourgeoisie, m'u-aculous
conversions to class consciousness, and tired jargon duplicated
the simple—minded propaganda of the Communist party Which
increasingly became divorced from reality as the end of the
Republic approached. Nationalistic Visions not only stressed the
need for sacrifice and bloodletting but had the advantage of pro—
jecting a German future unrelated to the existing system anywhere.

